
For nearly 15 years, the Hogy
Original Series has been a
mainstay in the large softbait
spectrum. With a wide variety
of rigging options available,
the Original Series can be
rigged as a topwater or
subsurface presentation. For
slow and low methodical
presentations, an unweighted
swimbait hook will allow an
angler to wiggle and dart the
eel just below the surface,
drawing savage strikes from
the most finicky of stripers.

The Hogy Protail Paddle series
offers a variety of lure sizes,
weights and colors to easily
match the hatch. Choose an
appropriate size swimbait and
begin fan casting areas where
stripers are holding. The
Protail Paddle offers a heavy
thumping action at medium to
medium fast retrieves, perfect
for calling fish in from a
distance. Impart short pauses
to allow the bait to drop and
stop.

The Hogy Protail Eel offers
versatility for working the
entire water column, perfect
for suspended fish feeding on
bait schools. The narrow
profile of the Protail Eel
closely imitates stripers
favorite forage; Sand Eels.
Position yourself so your
casting up or across the tide
and allow your bait to sink to
the desired depth. Begin a
twitch-twitch-pause retrieve,
allowing the bait to sink and
flutter. Pay close attention on
the drop as most bites occur
on slack line.

The Hogy Epoxy Jig® shines
when gamefish become keyed
in on micro-forage. Available
in a variety of sizes and
imitative colors, it’s easy to
match the hatch and dial in a
picky striper bite. We
recommend down sizing
tackle and utilizing light
leaders for best results. The
Epoxy Jig can be fished across
the water column, but excels
when jigged or retrieved near
the surface. Vary retrieves
from slow and steady to fast
and skippy to dial in a finicky
bite.

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.TROUBLE SHOOTING STRIPERS

Slow surface presentations for
stripers feeding near the
surface.

SURFACE TWITCH
ORIGINAL SERIES EELS

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

HEAVY THUMPING
PROTAIL PADDLES

ERRATIC DARTER
PROTAIL EELS

ALL PURPOSE
HOGY EPOXY JIGS®

When working expansive areas
blind casting structure, large
presentations can be used to
draw in strikes from a
distance.

THE SOLUTION

Stripers keyed in on baitfish
loosely scattered over larger
areas.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When Stripers are spread out
over large areas, find a quick
and effective method for
covering water quickly is
crucial for success.

THE SOLUTION

Suspended stripers feeding in
the upper water column.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
How to target fish you’re
marking in the upper water
column, with limited surface &
bird activity.

THE SOLUTION

Finicky Stripers keyed in on
juvenile forage.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
Imitating micro-forage while
maintaining casting distance
and trophy grade rigging. 

THE SOLUTION

Hogy Original 7"-10"

Ultra-Flex Softbait.

Protail Paddle

Heavy Thumping Action.

Protail Eel

Erratic Darting Action.

Hogy Epoxy Jig®

Ultra-Imitative Jig. 



Charter Slider

Subsurface Swimmer.

Charter Squid Plug

Skipping Squid Action.

Charter Dog Walker

Classic Walk The Dog Action.

Charter Popper

Surface Popping Action.

The Charter Grade Slider is an
ideal option for casting to
Stripers feeding on large baits
near the surface. The Charter
Grade Sliders classic  side-to-
side kick imitates a wounded
baitfish on a steady retrieve is
irresistible to big Stripers. Due
to the Charter Grade Sliders
large size, we recommend
casting on heavier outfits. Pro
Tip: Keep your rod tip low
during the retrieve for
consistent swimming action
right to the boat.

Find pockets of fish staging in
rips. Position yourself up-tide
from the rip and use a holding
pattern by keeping the boat in
gear. Cast the Charter Grade
Squid Plug diagonal towards
the rips and allow the Squid
Plug to swing into the face of
the rip. Focus on the first   two
to three waves in the rip while
using a medium speed twitch
retrieve to skip and dart the
Squid Plug near the surface.

The Charter Grade Dog Walker
offers excellent castablity with
classic topwater walk-the-dog
action perfect for targeting big
stripers feeding on the surface.
Utilize a traditional side-to-
side rod tip twitch with short
pauses to easily work the bait
in a seductive motion across
the surface. We recommend
tying direct with a jam or cinch
knot for best results.

Few lures are as fun to fish as
a topwater popper. Our
Charter Grade Popper offers
excellent casting distance
and easy-to-pop action on a
variety of tackle outfits. The
smaller 4-inch popper is
ideal for imitating smaller
forage, while the 5.5-inch
model is great when larger
baitfish are around. Work the
popper with a series of short
upward rod tip pops for
classic popping action. When
fish are finicky, quickly work
the popper across the
surface.

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.TROUBLE SHOOTING STRIPERS

Openwater Stripers feeding on
large mackerel and herring
near the surface.

CHARTER GRADE
SUBSURFACE SLIDERS

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

CHARTER GRADE
SQUID PLUGS

CHARTER GRADE
DOG WALKERS

CHARTER GRADE
POPPERS

When Stripers are keyed in on
oversized forage, they often
ignore smaller offerings.
Presenting large profile baits
in the feeding zone offers the
best chance for success.

THE SOLUTION

Stripers feeding on small squid
in rips.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When Stripers on keyed in on
squid, usually early in the
season, they can be very
finicky and require matching
the hatch.

THE SOLUTION

Aggressive topwater feeding
Stripers on big baits.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
Big topwater feeds of oversized
Stripers is often exciting and
short lived. Matching the
profile of available forage and
long casting distance can be
needed. 

THE SOLUTION

Mixed class Stripers feeding
over shallows & open water.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
Low light conditions often
offer excellent opportunities
for topwater presentations.  

THE SOLUTION



Highly Imitative Jigging. Slow Flutter Fall Action. Big Bait Imitators.

Specialized weighted
softbaits are ideal for
imitating large to jumbo
sized baitfish. Protail Paddle:
When you need extra
thumping action to call fish
in from a distance, the paddle
tail is a top choice. Work this
lure on a lift and drop
retrieve, paying close
attention for any bites on the
drop. Protail Eel: If you find
yourself greeted with finicky
stripers on big bait, slow
twitching a Protail Eel in the
water column is a sure-fire
way to get bit.

The Sand Eel Jigs have
simplified the challange of
"matching the hatch" by
offering a variety of lengths,
weights and imitative colors
that shine when stripers are
keyed in on sand eels. While
the Hogy Sand Eel Jig is
designed for all speeds, it's
particularly deadly at high
speeds zipping through all
levels of the water column. 

The Flutter Pitch Jigs are
perfect for working the lower
to mid-water column for
finicky stripers. Using a simple
lift, reel and fall on slack line
kicks the Flutter Pitch Jig into
action! Erratic flutter fall
action triggers bites from
finicky stripers feeding on
larger baitfish species.
Attractive teaser assist hooks
add extra attraction when the
bite gets tough!

Adjust your jigging tackle to
match the Epoxy Jig best
suited to matching the
abundant forage. Often times
the smaller 3" - 3.5" Epoxy
Jigs produce on the most
finicky of stripers feeding on
micro herring, anchovy and
silversides. Be sure to drop
down to light fluorocarbon
leaders. 15lb - 20lb test can be
the ticket!

TROUBLE SHOOTING STRIPERS

Stripers keyed in on ultra-
small forage like anchovy.

When bass get keyed in on
micro-forage hatches later in
the summer, the bite can be
downright tough to get dialed
in! With a variety of sizes and
colors, the Epoxy Jig can easily
imitative the smallest baits.

Stripers bucket feeding on
dense sand eel schools.
Matching the size, shape and
color in a highly imitative
fashion is essential if you want
to compete.

Finicky stripers feeding on
various finfish.

When Stripers on keyed in on
herring, scup and butterfish
the flutter pitch jig offers an
imitative profile and excellent
slow flutter fall action.

Scattered Stripers feeding on
large bait fish in open water.

Sand Eel J ig Flutter Pitch J ig Hogy Epoxy J ig

Micro-Forage Imitator.

Weighted Softbaits

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

Open water Stripers feeding on
plumes of Sand Eels in various
levels of the water column.

SAND EEL J IGS
HIGHLY IMITATIVE

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

FLUTTER PITCH
SLOW PITCH & TWITCH

EPOXY JIG
MICRO-BAIT FIX

SOFTBAITS
MATCH THE HATCH

THE SOLUTION

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

THE SOLUTION

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

THE SOLUTION

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When bass are targeting big
baitfish in open water, you'll
need up up-size your offering.

THE SOLUTION




